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We’re VERY excited for our spring and summer sessions.  With more pool time and higher numbers at practice, we’re 

excited that things are going to look a LOT more like normal BAC sessions in the past.  This includes more uniform 

practice groups, more consistent coaching, and the ability to make a reliable practice plan that builds from one part of 

the season to the next.  To that end, listed below we have outline of the practice plan for the TURQUOISE group 

 

**We do offer Turquoise programming in the summer as well as the spring.  You can reach out now if you have any 

questions about it, but we’ll also have more information later this spring.  However, this plan is focused more on the 7-

week spring session than the 17-week spring/summer season. 

 

SEASON PLAN: 

A ‘season plan’ for a group of young swimmers like our Turquoise athletes is obviously going to look a lot different than 

one for our older athletes.  I don’t think you’ll find a lot of coaches talk about ‘periodization’ or ‘meso training cycles’ 

with athletes of this age ;^) 

 

Instead, the season plan for Turquoise is more about what the groups will be focusing on this spring 

• TECHNIQUE 
o Proper technique is the absolute cornerstone of successful swimming. 

▪ (If these kids were little ‘swim robots’ and boredom wasn’t an issue, the ‘best’ way to run 
practice might be to pick a drill and do it all practice for as many practices as needed until 

they’ve got it down and then move onto the next one.) 

o At this age we might focus more on freestyle (the predominant ‘training stroke’ for older swimmers) 
relative to the other three, but we’ll definitely spend time on ALL FOUR strokes 

• GOOD HABITS 
o The same idea as technique, but ‘good habits’ refer more to the details of swimming that aren’t part of 

the regular stroke 

o Turquoise swimmers – especially those first few weeks, but really all spring - will be spending a LOT of 
time on streamlines. 

o Part of streamline is being able to balance or ‘hold a line’ in the water.  Young swimmers spend a lot of 
time working on proper body position as a ‘building block’ for proper technique. 

• PRACTICE MANAGEMENT 

o While we aren’t back to ‘normal’ quite yet, practices this spring are going to look a little more like they 
have in the past.  So it’s important for young swimmers to learn the logistics of being a part of swim 

practice 
▪ This includes understanding a set, reading a clock, going 5 seconds apart, ready position, etc 

• MAINTAINING STROKE 

o As the session progresses, we’ll see if swimmers can maintain their improved technique and good habits 
over longer distances and/or with less rest between swims. 

• RACING 
o Racing is FUN!  We’ll have some meet options this spring (looking at a BAC-hosted meet outside at 

Shorewood in mid-May), but we’ll also spend time racing in practice. 
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